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Who are you?
No matter what size of business you have, you could be getting more customers,
more opportunities, and generally enjoying your life and work more.
We’re always interested to know more about each business we work with. That’s
because:
- Every business is not the same.
No matter how similar you are to businesses in your industry, area, or
country, your business is unique, because you are. You’ve got different
reasons for being in business, and a different outlook and philosophy on life
which reveals itself in the work you do. So, the better we know you, the better
we all can understand which of these 101 ways apply to you, which ones
don’t, and which are worth a shot.
- Every business IS the same.
Having said that, we’ve learned from experience that there are some
problems which are not unique, because every business deals with them time
and time again. Things like cash flow, budgeting, tax planning, struggles to
get more business or to handle the business you have, and retirement are
common to every business, including yours.
- People do business with people.
If you like us, and we like you, then we can do business together. If not, then
we’ll cheerfully wish you well finding help elsewhere. You’re welcome to pop
in and have a coffee (or something else) with us to see if we click – if we
know the same movie quotes and enjoy the same wine and travel to the same
countries. Or whatever.
- All this generic advice does you no good
unless it gets personal.
That’s right – these downloads and e-books and free reports and more are
just the beginning. We’re glad you’ve downloaded this one, but it’s not going
to do you any good sitting on your computer (even if you put it in a special
folder). You’ve got to read it, think about it, write some ideas down, and then
put them into practice. You could go it alone, but that’s a common error and
we’d suggest getting help. From us, or from someone else.
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Categories first….
Before we get to the 101 ways, there are four ‘categories’ into
which all the 101 ways fall into. They are:

1. Get more customers of the
type you want
2. Get them to come back more
often
3. Increase the average value
of each sale
4. Get more effective at the
business processes
So. That all sounds very simple, yes?
Let’s break it down even further.
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Get more customers of the
type you want
You get more customers of the type you want by your sales and marketing
activity, but first of all you need to work out what your customer looks like.
Before you begin…
1. Define what your ideal customer actually looks like.
Winning new customers is considered a ‘front end’ activity. It’s the face of
your business - you must be aware of the customer you want. You do not
want to be all things to all people.
First of all you must define what your ideal customer actually looks like. If you
have a very clear focus on who you are trying to attract then it is much easier
to create an effective, efficient sales and marketing programme that targets
them directly.
2. Segment.
Are they businesses or individuals, are they local or nationwide or
international, how big/wealthy are they, are they young or old/new or well
established, how often do they buy, how much do they spend on your
product, who do they buy from at the moment, etc.?
3. Think of sales in terms of solving a problem or filling a need for you
customers.
You are doing your customers a disservice if you fail to do everything possible
to explain how purchasing from you will benefit them.
4. You need to create trust.
People buy from people they trust and will then feel justified in their decision if
they have a sense of trust – that you know what you’re doing and have great
success stories.
5. Create effective and consistent ways of selling within your business
will help build that trust.
Like getting one customer every month to give you a few words on why they
love you and your business, and posting it on your website and social media.
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6. Consider simple scripts for your sales process.
Beware of making them too rigid or impersonal, or overdone.
7. Create sales tools that take your customer on a journey
8. Map out sales forecasts and monitor the results
9. Include cross-selling, up-selling and bundling
10. Consider using the word ‘proposal’ instead of ‘quote’ – or vise versa
11. Create automated follow up.
Few customers buy at the first invitation, you must be persistent without
being pushy. If you don’t hear back or the proposal seems to die a death,
send them low-pressure options.
12. Monitor your sales funnel, so that you gain a good understanding of
how much activity you need to get a sale
MARKETING AND PROMOTIONS
“Marketing is like a little wheel barrow, if you donʼt pick it up and push it, it just
stands there”
13. Headlines should grab readers’ attention immediately
14. Highlight WIIFM
Too much marketing material talks about the features of a product or service,
rather than the benefits. Marketing brochures and literature should highlight
the “what’s in it for me” (W.I.I.F.M.)
15. Include Unique Selling Points (USP’s)
What makes your product/service different from everyone else’s? If you don’t
know, ask your customers.
16. Include special offers and guarantees
But beware of overdoing it, so that no one ever wants to pay normal prices.
17. Make it easy for the customer to make that first purchase.
Buying from a new supplier is a risk for the customer and it is your job to
reduce that risk as far as possible.
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18. Include a call to action (to get the customer to take action now)
On your emails, websites, blog posts, social media pages, and everywhere.
Don’t be pushy, and sometimes you’re just sharing information. But make
sure it’s easy once they’re ready.
19. Test and measure each marketing effort
20. Set up an annual promotion schedule to maintain consistent and
constant activity
21. Set targets for every promotion and measure the outcome
Some suggested marketing activities:
22. Hold a special event or seminar for prospective customers
23. Consider running a joint event with another business that has similar
profile customers
24. Get free publicity through public relations in local papers or online
25. Sponsor events – online or offline - where your target customers are
likely to be.
To manage your marketing spend, consider free online options first and
evaluate success.
26. Use your website to explain what your products and services do,
and to educate prospective customers.
27. Sign up for Linked In and other social networking sites.
At a minimum, sign up for Twitter, Facebook business pages, Linked In
(personal profile and company page), Google Plus, and YouTube. You
can gauge interest and connections as you go, and you may end up using
some more than others.
28. Network consistently at local networking groups to raise your profile.
Don’t forget to network online, too.
29. Create a referral system (and make sure to ask current customers)
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30. Offer freebies (that don’t cost you much)
such as a free taster session
31. Offer coupons or vouchers for discounts (make sure you put a time
frame on the coupon)
32. Provide customers with a loyalty card for repeat purchases
For example, buy 5 top level car washes and receive the 6th free. Make
sure it’s worth their effort.
With all marketing you’ll have your hits and misses, but you can expect
more hits than misses when you start to measure and manage

Increase the average value
of each sale
33. Encourage sales competitions among your employees.
The highest grossing seller this week gets lunch on Friday. That type of
thing. You can increase the average value of each sale by cross selling, up
selling, bundling, and adjusting your prices.
CROSS-SELLING
34. Look to sell products and/or services from your range in addition to
the customer’s original purchase
35. Suggest items to complement their purchase, possibly at a slight
reduction if they purchase there and then
36. Ask yourself “What else could we offer to go with this item that
would add value for the customer?”
37. Prepare a checklist to assist the sales process, so that your team get
into a habit of cross selling
38. Make sure your customers cannot say... “oh I got one of those from
XYZ Limited; I didn’t know you did them!”
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UP-SELLING
39. Encourage the customer to move from purchasing a lower end item
to a higher end one.
40. Make sure you tell them about the benefits of the higher product
41. Offer products or services in 3 or more tiers:
- Best or‘Gold’
- Better or‘Silver’
- Good or ‘Bronze’
Statistics show that most customers will select the second tier item when
presented with these options
42. If you don’t offer the premium service or product you will never know
whether the customer wants it.
Even if they say no to the higher tier now, this may change in the future, give
them the opportunity to buy in at a higher level. (Tailors are a great
example...they never show you the cheapest suits first, they gradually move
down the price range until you buy in).
BUNDLING
43. Put products or services together into a single attractive package.
This creates a high ‘perceived value’ and will increase the average
transaction value
44. What can you bundle in?
Something that creates a high perceived value but actually costs you very
little?
MARGIN AND PRICING
45. Find out what you can do, not what you can charge.
By adding value to the products and services you offer you get customers
to focus on the value they will receive and not on the price. Do this to
ensure that you do not end up competing on price but you compete on
what you can do for people.
46. Consider increasing your prices.
Even just a 1% or 2% increase can have a significant effect on your
bottom line.
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OTHER
47. Train your employees.
Give them the best opportunity that you can to succeed within your
business. Employees need the tools to be able to do a good job for you.
48. Keep up to date with new innovative products in your market.
This means you’re providing your customers with latest products and stay
ahead of your competition.
49. Provide a range of products that complement each other.
This will make it easier for your sales team to upsell and cross-sell
products.

Get them to come back more
often
Knowing your customers mean you can develop appropriate strategies.
50. Classify your customers - review all your customers and classify
them into four categories:
• A for your top customers
• B for good customers who might one day be A’s
• C for your routine customers
• D for your smallest/least profitable/most demanding customers
Once you have classified your customers you will be better able to utilise
limited resources - both money and time
51. Identify profitable and non-profitable customers
52. Develop an appropriate marketing strategy for each group
53. Consider sacking your D’s, if you find they are time consuming and
unprofitable
54. Develop a customer database.
Remember, an effective database is only as good as the information that it
contains. Even if it’s just in Excel or Outlook, you must keep it up to date.
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55. Target prospects in a consistent way to
win new customers
56. Review your existing customers and determine how you can get
more A’s
57. Review your A’s and B’s, and consider what products and services
they are not yet buying that they could be.
58. Review your C’s and D’s, and consider how you can improve the
processes related to them.
PERCEIVED INDIFFERENCE
Customers leave a company for the following reasons:
• Convenience 3%
• Relationship 9%
• Miscellaneous 5%
• Product/Price/Time 15%
• Perceived Indifference 68%
So how do you avoid perceived indifference?
59. You need to let your customers know that you care about them
60. Always respect your customers and address them appropriately
Such as Sir/Madam, first name, Mr Last Name, etc.
61. Be punctual. If you are going to meet at 3pm, be there ready a few
minutes before
62. Ask your customers questions to find out more about what they’re
looking for
63. If you let them go without capturing that information, you are letting
go of a very cost-effective way to make your business stand out
64. Examine your own business to find the areas perceived indifference
might exist
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65. Remember that every business has ‘perceived indifference’.
If you didn’t, you wouldn’t have to worry about losing customers ever
again. Pinpointing these areas helps to cure the disease.
66. A customer’s perception is reality, if you can change the perception
you can increase your prices
67. Offer services that go above and beyond the norm
68. Offer Guarantees, if appropriate.
Guarantees form part of the process of creating a Unique Selling Point (USP)
69. Give Warranties on products
70. Give customers Thank you gifts, or even just a Thank You card to
show your appreciation
71. Provide ongoing education to your customers
72. Follow up after purchase to ensure satisfaction
73. Gather feedback from customers to aid in strategic planning
74. Satisfaction surveys can highlight points you can work on in the
future
75. Run a Customer Advisory Board - listen to your customers... they’ll
tell you how to become more profitable.
76. Use your guarantees to develop your Unique Selling Point (USP)
77. A guarantee eliminates any perceived risk in dealing with your
business and is a huge marketing opportunity
78. You must tell your customer about the guarantee otherwise there is
no benefit
79. A guarantee also does give customers an incentive to complain,
which is an opportunity to learn from them
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80. A guarantee ensures that your team is focused on providing quality
to customers
81. Guarantees should address the most common frustrations that
customers have with a particular business

Get more effective at
business processes
WORKING ON NOT IN YOUR BUSINESS
82. The biggest step is the first one – getting to make the move to work
ON not IN your business.
Agree in your mind that you need time to prepare and strategise and plan.
83. Identify the day to day activities that get you stuck.
Being stuck doing the day-to-day activities means you don’t have time to
implement any new ideas.
84. Get help.
Step back and look at your business objectively to see what needs to be
improved to help it grow. You probably can’t look objectively, because it’s
your business, so get help from your business partners, friends, family,
business coach, accountant, advisor….
85. Free yourself up to implement new strategies.
Actually pick a day and stick with it.
SYSTEMISING
86. Create systems and processes for the regular activities in your
business
87. Delegate tasks to your team that you do not really need to do
88. Make the business run smoothly with effective systems, it needs to
become a well oiled machine that works even when you are not
around
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89. Create a consistent way of doing things
for team members
90. Make your business more valuable because it doesn’t have to
depend entirely on you, (the owner), to operate it
COMMUNICATION
91. Learn how to communicate.
This is a very important part of any business, a process & system in itself
92. Communicate all the processes in the business to your team and
your customers
93. Communicate with customers regularly so that they remember you
are there.
Put a system in place to make sure this happens
94. Remember that any conversation with a customer or prospect is a
chance to sell to them
BUILDING A TEAM
95. Get the right people in the right job…
…even if it means moving people around in your business (with their
permission of course).
96. Once a year (or once a quarter) have a team away day
Talk about the business together and share ideas for the next 12 months.
This can also be a good team building exercise as well
97. Keep your employees motivated with various incentives.
Motivated employees give you their maximum output
98. Remember TEAM – Together Everyone Achieves More
Getting the right people on the bus (and the wrong ones off) and the right
people in the right seats helps figure out how to take it someplace great.
99. Managers/Owners must lead by example.
Never ask an employee to do something you would not be prepared to do
yourself. This means your team will respect the manager and be more
effective in their job.
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And now….
100 – Create Synergy
The power of synergy means that the whole is greater than the sum of its parts.
Let’s look at an example of how an increase in each of the four areas can have a
dramatic effect on the growth of your business:
IF improvements in your business processes have allowed all 3 of these things to
occur without additional cost
THEN
Assuming everything else is equal, by what overall percentage do you
thing the business will grow?
10%?
No ... ... When all 4 areas are increased by 10%, it has a multiplier effect of
33.3% - or £33,100 more income!
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101 - Take Action
Even if you’re already a leader in your sector, there will always be opportunities
to grow your business. It’s not always easy to achieve, but it’s certainly possible.
Many ideas in this report can be used effectively in your business today. Use the
following table to list the action points that you can start working on to help your
business grow, note who will be responsible for completing it, by what date you
want it completed, and tick it off once it has been completed.
Review and update frequently, adding new ideas as you go.
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Remember, it’s about action
If you want your business to grow, doing nothing isn’t an option.
And if you want different results you have to do things differently.
As Michael Gerber, author of The E-Myth Revisited (Harper Business 1995),
said, “The reason most businesses donʼt work is that the people who are
supposed to be managing them are too busy working IN them rather than
working ON them.”
He means that they’re doing the technical work. They’re working with their hands
rather than with their heads. There’s a limit to what the hands can do, but no limit
to what the head can do.
Please make time to put an action plan together, get your team involved with
agreeing the action points that should be taken, and make sure you sit down
regularly to review it. You will start to see the benefits very quickly.
Naturally, if you want help, we’re here.
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